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Abstract
In this paper we study first exit times from a bounded domain of a gradient dynamical system
9Yt “ ´∇UpYtq perturbed by a small multiplicative Le´vy noise with heavy tails. A special attention is
paid to the way the multiplicative noise is introduced. In particular we determine the asymptotics of the
first exit time of solutions of Itoˆ, Stratonovich and Marcus canonical SDEs.
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1 Introduction
In many models of natural phenomena the state of a system is described by a deterministic ordinary differ-
ential equation of the form
Yt “ y `
ż t
0
BpYsq ds, t ě 0. (1.1)
It is often supposed that the vector field B is determined by a function U , so that B “ ´∇U . The function
U could be called a climatic pseudo-potential [4, 10, 34] in geosciences, energy potential in physics [15, 27] or
profit or cost function in economics and optimization [43]. The potential U is often supposed to have several
local minima corresponding to the steady states of the system Y . The state space can be decomposed into
a number of domains of attraction, so that a solution Ytpyq cannot pass from one domain to the other.
In order to make the models more realistic and allow transitions between the stable states, the system
(1.1) is being perturbed by a small random noise, so that (1.1) turns to a random equation with a small
parameter. Clearly, the properties of the new random system depend on the interplay between the type of
the noisy perturbation and the underlying deterministic vector field B.
Noise can be included into the system in different ways. If the perturbation does not depend on the state
of the system, one usually speaks about additive noise. If the amplitude of the noise depends on the state
of the system, one speaks about multiplicative perturbations.
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Let for example Z be a regular random process, say, with smooth paths, and F be a smooth bounded
function. Then the perturbed system with multiplicative noise is described by the random ordinary integral
equation
Xt “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpXsq ds` ε
ż t
0
F pXsq dZs, t ě 0, (1.2)
where the last integral is understood in Lebesgue–Stieltjes sense and a positive small parameter ε determines
the noise amplitude. The situation becomes more complicated if one considers irregular perturbations, for
instance when Z is a Brownian motion. In this case, the differential dZ is usually understood in the sense
of the stochastic Itoˆ calculus.
There is a lot of literature devoted to the small noise equation (1.2), both from the point of view of
Mathematics and applications. The main reference on the large deviations theory and asymptotics of the
exit times of equation (1.2) driven by the Brownian motion Z is Freidlin and Wentzell [13]. In this case, the
first exit time of X from a domain around the steady state of the underlying deterministic system appears to
be exponentially large of the order eC{ε
2
with the rate C ą 0 being interpreted as the energy the Brownian
particle should have in order to reach the boundary of the domain of attraction. A good exposition of small
noise properties of Gaussian SDEs with applications can be found in Olivieri and Vares [36] and Schuss [39].
Very exact asymptotics of the mean first exit time in the Gaussian case was obtained in Bovier et al. [5, 6].
Recently dynamical systems perturbed by small jump noise with heavy tails attracted the attention of
the physical and mathematical community. The physicists’ research focuses on the models incorporating
α-stable non-Gaussian Le´vy processes, often referred to as Le´vy flights. Thus Ditlevsen [9, 10] proposed an
interesting conjecture about the α-stable noise signal in the Greenland ice-core data (see also Hein et al.
[17] on the statistical treatment of this time series). An enhanced, certainly non-exhaustive list of physical
references on the first exit problem of Le´vy-driven SDEs with stable noises includes Chechkin et al. [7, 8]
and Dybiec et al. [11, 12].
The mathematical theory of large deviations for general Markov processes can be found in Wentzell [47].
To our knowledge, in [47] and in Godovanchuk [16] the asymptotic behaviour of the dynamical systems with
heavy power tails was considered for the first time. Opposite to the Gaussian case, the behaviour of such
systems is mainly governed by big jumps. Thus, the exit from the domain occurs with the help of an only
big jump, and the mean exit time does not depend on the energy landscape of the underlying dynamical
system, but rather on the geometric layout of the stable states and domains of attraction. Fine small noise
asymptotics of the SDEs with additive heavy tail Le´vy noise and their metastable behaviour was studied
in Imkeller and Pavlyukevich [23]. The case of light, sub- and super-exponential jumps was considered in
Imkeller et al. [25]. In his very recent work, Ho¨gele [18] studied the first exit problem and metastability
properties of solutions of the infinite-dimensional stochastic Chafee–Infante equation driven by small heavy
tail Le´vy noise.
Coming back to the equation (1.2) with multiplicative noise, it is necessary to note that the stochas-
tic integral w.r.t. Z allows interpretations different from the Itoˆ definition, in particular one can consider
Stratonovich integrals often denoted by ˝ dZ. Even for continuous integrators Z, an interesting question
arises, namely, which integral fits a specific real world phenomenon, see Arnold [3], Turelli [44], van Kampen
[46], Sethi and Lehoczky [40], Smythe et al. [41] and Sokolov [42] for discussion. Roughly speaking, Itoˆ SDEs
appear naturally as a continuous approximation of a discrete system, for instance in financial mathematics
or biology. Due to their nice mathematical properties, they are also the most popular tools in analysis. On
the other hand, Stratonovich SDEs w.r.t. continuous integrators Z arise naturally as a mathematical ideal-
ization of dynamical systems perturbed by regular stochastic processes, which takes place in engineering and
physical sciences. Moreover, Stratonovich integrals enjoy a conventional Newton–Leibniz change of variables
formula; they are also indispensable for constructing SDEs on manifolds.
If the integrator Z is a jump process, for instance an α-stable Le´vy process, the simple Newton–Leibniz
change of variables formula does not hold any longer even for the Stratonovich integral. To correct this
situation, the so called canonical SDEs were introduced be S. I. Marcus in [32, 33].
In this paper we study multidimensional SDEs of the type (1.2). The random process Z is supposed to
be a multivariate Le´vy noise with regularly varying (heavy) tails, and the stochastic differential equation
will be understood in the senses of Itoˆ, Stratonovich and Marcus. Our study treats the first exit time of
the perturbed system from a bounded domain around a stable attractor of the underlying deterministic
dynamical system Y in the limit of small noise.
2
2 Object of study
2.1 The underlying dynamical system
We start with a n-dimensional gradient system generated by a vector field ´∇U ,
Yt “ y ´
ż t
0
∇UpYsq ds, t ě 0.
We assume that the potential U is a C2pRn,Rq function with globally Lipschitz continuous first derivatives
BiUpxq, 1 ď i ď n, and bounded second derivatives BiBjUpxq, 1 ď i, j ď n. We also assume that the
potential U has a unique global minimum at the origin, Up0q “ 0, that is ∇Up0q “ 0 and the Hesse matrix
pBiBjUp0qq
n
i,j“1 is positive definite.
Let G Ă Rn be a bounded domain with piece-wise smooth boundary BG such that 0 P G. Assume that
xnpyq,´∇Upyqy ď ´δ for y P BG and some δ ą 0, where npyq is a unit outward normal at y P BG.
Under these assumptions 0 is the unique asymptotically stable attractor of the dynamical system Ytpyq,
Ytpyq Ñ 0, tÑ8; for all y P G the trajectories Ytpyq do not leave the domain G.
Finally let F pxq “ pFijpxqq
n,m
i,j“1, x P R
n, be a n ˆ m matrix of smooth bounded real functions with
Lipschitz continuous bounded derivatives. Let ε ą 0 be a small parameter.
2.2 The driving Le´vy process
On a filtered probability space pΩ,F ,Pq satisfying the usual hypothesis we consider an m-dimensional Le´vy
process Z “ pZ1, . . . , Zmq with the characteristic triplet pA, ν, µq with a non-negative definite mˆm matrix
A, a vector µ P Rm, and a Le´vy measure ν with νpt0uq “ 0 and
ş
p1 ^ }y}2q νpdyq ă 8. In other words the
characteristic function of Z is given by the Le´vy–Khintchine formula
Eeixλ,Zty “ exp
´
itxλ, µy ´ t
xAλ, λy
2
` t
ż
peixλ,yy ´ 1´ ixλ, yyIt}z}ď1uq νpdyq
¯
, λ P Rm.
There is also a canonical Le´vy–Itoˆ representation of Z as a sum
Zt “ µt`Wt `
ż
p0,ts
ż
0ă}z}ă1
zpNpds, dzq ´ dsνpdyqq `
ż
p0,ts
ż
}z}ě1
zNpds, dzq,
with W being a Brownian motion with the covariance matrix A and N being a Poisson random measure
with the intensity measure ν.
To specify the heavy tail property of Z we assume that ν is a regularly varying jump measure at 8. Let
Hpuq denote its tail,
Hpuq :“ νptz P Rm : }z} ě uuq.
Then for any a ą 0 the measure ν enjoys the following scaling property: there is a non-zero Radon measure
m on BpR
m
zt0uq with mpR
m
zRmq “ 0 so that for any Borel set A bounded away from the origin, 0 R A,
with mpBAq “ 0 the relation
mpaAq “ lim
uÑ`8
νpauAq
Hpuq
“
1
ar
lim
uÑ`8
νpuAq
Hpuq
“
1
ar
mpAq
holds for some r ą 0. In particular, Hpuq is regularly varying at infinity with index ´r, that is Hpuq “
u´rlpuq for some positive slowly varying function l. The homogeneity property of the limit measure m
implies that m assigns no mass to spheres centred at the origin on Rm and has no atoms.
For more information on multivariate heavy tails and regular variation we refer the reader to Resnick
[38] and Hult and Lindskog [19, 20].
2.3 SDE with multiplicative noise
In this section we briefly remind the main properties of the Itoˆ, Stratonovich and Marcus (canonical) SDEs.
3
2.3.1 Itoˆ SDE
For simplicity we start in the one-dimensional setting. Let gt be a ca`dla`g adapted stochastic process. Then
its left-continuous modification gt´ is predictable and can be approximated w.r.t. a u.c.p. topology by simple
predictable processes gpkq of the form
g
pkq
t “ g0It0uptq `
kÿ
j“1
gjIpτj ,τj`1sptq,
where 0 “ τ0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă τk are stopping times and g
pkq
j are Fτj measurable and bounded. For a Le´vy process
Z (or even a semimartingale), the Itoˆ stochastic integral of g w.r.t. Z is then defined as a limit
ż t
0
gs´ dZs :“ lim
kÑ8
kÿ
j“0
gjpZτ pkqj ^t
´ Z
τ
pkq
j´1^t
q
in the sense of the u.c.p. topology, see Chapter II in Protter [37].
In particular, one can approximate the Itoˆ integral by non-anticipating Riemannian sums. Indeed, con-
sider a sequence of random partitions τ pnq “ t0 “ τ
pnq
0 ď τ
pnq
1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď τ
pnq
kn
ă 8u with lim supn τ
pnq
kn
“ 8
a.s., and }τ pnq} :“ supk |τ
pnq
k ´ τ
pnq
k´1| Ñ 0 a.s. Then
ż t
0
gs´ dZs “ lim
kÑ8
kÿ
j“0
gτj´1pZτ pkqj ^t
´ Z
τ
pkq
j´1^t
q
in the sense of the u.c.p. topology, see Theorem II.21 in Protter [37]. We refer the reader to Applebaum [1]
and Kunita [29] for the theory of stochastic integration w.r.t. Le´vy processes, and also to Protter [37] for
the general semimartingale theory.
Now we introduce the Itoˆ stochastic differential equation with small multiplicative noise. The matrix
valued function F given, we perturb the equation (1.1) to obtain
Xt “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpXsq ds` ε
ż t
0
F pXs´q dZs. (2.1)
In the coordinate form this equation reads
X it “ xi ´
ż t
0
BiUpXsq ds` ε
mÿ
j“1
ż t
0
FijpXs´q dZ
j
s , 1 ď i ď n.
In particular, under above conditions, there exists a strong solution to the equation (2.1), which is a ca`dla`g
semimartingale and a strong Markov process, [1, 29, 37].
Let f P C2pRn,Rq and X be a the solution of (2.1). Then the following change of variables formula (Itoˆ’s
formula) holds (Theorem II.33 in Protter [37]):
fpXtq “ fpxq `
nÿ
i“1
ż t
0
BifpXs´q dX
i
s `
1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
ż t
0
BiBjfpXsq drX
i, Xjscs
`
ÿ
sďt
´
fpXsq ´ fpXs´q ´
nÿ
j“1
BifpXs´q∆X
i
s
¯
with rX i, Xjsc being the path-by-path continuous part of the quadratic covariation of X i and Xj .
2.3.2 Stratonovich SDE
Let again gt be a ca`dla`g adapted stochastic process and Z be a Le´vy process, such that the quadratic
covariation rg, Zs exists. The Stratonovich integral of gt´ w.r.t. Z is defined with the help of the Itoˆ integral
as ż t
0
gs´ ˝ dZs “
ż t
0
gs´ dZs `
1
2
rg, Zsct .
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The Stratonovich integral can be also interpreted as a limit of Riemannian sums. Let g and Z have no jumps
in common, that is
ř
sďt∆gs∆Zs “ 0 for all t ě 0, then for any sequence of random partitions τ
pnq we have
lim
nÑ8
nÿ
j“1
g
τ
pnq
j
` g
τ
pnq
j´1
2
pZ
τ
pnq
j ^t
´ Z
τ
pnq
j´1^t
q “
ż t
0
gs´ ˝ dZs
in the u.c.p. topology (Theorem V.26 in Protter [37]).
The Stratonovich SDE we are interested in is then written in matrix form as
X˝t “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˝s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˝s´q ˝ dZs, (2.2)
or in the coordinate form
pX˝qit “ xi ´
ż t
0
BiUpX
˝
s q ds` ε
mÿ
j“1
ż t
0
FijpX
˝
s´q ˝ dZ
j
s , 1 ď i ď n.
It corresponds to the Itoˆ SDE
X˝t “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˝s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˝s´qdZs `
ε2
2
ż t
0
F 1pX˝s´qF pX
˝
s´q drZ,Zs
c
s (2.3)
which in turn should be understood as
pX˝qit “ xi ´
ż t
0
BiUpX
˝
s q ds` ε
mÿ
j“1
ż t
0
FijpX
˝
s´qdZ
j
s
`
ε2
2
nÿ
l“1
mÿ
j,k“1
ż t
0
BlFijpX
˝
s´qFklpX
˝
s´q drZ
j, Zkscs, 1 ď i ď n.
Again, from the theory of Itoˆ SDEs we can conclude that the equation (2.2) also has a strong solution which
is a ca`dla`g semimartingale and a strong Markov process (Theorem V.22 in Protter [37]).
Stratonovich integrals w.r.t. martingales are generally not martingales. However, when the integrator
is a continuous semimartingale, in our case when Z “ W ` µt, the Stratonovich integral enjoys especially
nice properties. In this case the solution of (2.2) can be obtained with help of the so-called Wong–Zakai
approximations. Consider the polygonal approximation Zpnq of the continuous process Z
Z
pnq
t “ Z k
n
`
t´ k
n
n
´
Z k`1
n
´ Z k
n
¯
,
k
n
ď t ď
k ` 1
n
, k ě 0, (2.4)
and a path-wise ordinary differential equation
X
pnq
t “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpXpnqs q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pXpnqs q dZ
pnq
s (2.5)
with the last integral understood in the Lebesgue–Stieltjes sense. Then in the limit nÑ8, Xpnq converges
to the solution X˝ of (2.2), see Twardowska [45] for a review on the subject and the collection of results.
Since the processes Zpnq are continuous, the approximation (2.5) and thus the limiting Stratonovich SDE
(2.2) are often chosen for the description of the real world physical processes.
Another remarkable feature of the Stratonovich integral consists in a more simple change of variables
formula. Let f P C2pRn,Rq and X˝ be an n-dimensional semimartingale. Then (Theorem V.21, [37])
fpX˝t q “ fpX
˝
0 q `
nÿ
j“1
ż t
0
BjfpX
˝
s´q ˝ dpX
˝
s q
j
`
ÿ
sďt
´
fpX˝s q ´ fpX
˝
s´q ´
nÿ
j“1
BjfpX
˝
s´q∆pX
˝
s q
j
¯
,
so that if the pure jump part of X˝ vanishes, pX˝qd ” 0, one obtains the Newton–Leibniz chain rule of
Stratonovich integrals. In this case, one can construct SDEs on manifolds.
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2.3.3 Canonical Marcus SDE
Canonical SDEs were introduced by S. I. Marcus in [32, 33] in order to preserve the flow property and a
conventional Newton–Leibniz rule for the solutions of SDEs driven by semimartingales with jumps. We start
with the formulation of the Marcus canonical equation.
The matrix valued function F given, for any z P Rm we consider the ordinary differential equation
$&
%
d
du
ypuq “ F pypuqqz, u ě 0,
yp0q “ x P Rn.
(2.6)
Since all Fij are Lipschitz continuous, the vector field F p¨qz is complete, that is the solution of (2.6) exists
and is unique for all x P Rn and u ě 0. Since Fij P C
1pRn,Rq, the vector field F p¨qz generates the flow of
diffeomorphisms
ϕzupxq “ ypu, x; zq, u ě 0.
We denote ϕzpxq :“ ϕz1pxq.
The canonical Marcus SDE is then formally written as
X˛ptq “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˛ dZs (2.7)
where ˛ dZ denotes the Marcus canonical integral. This equation is understood in the following sense:
X˛ptq “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˛ dZs
“ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˝ dZ
c
s ` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q dZ
d
s
`
ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆ZspX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´ ´ F pX
˛
s´qε∆Zs
¯
“ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q dZs `
ε2
2
ż t
0
F 1pX˛s´qF pX
˛
s´q drZ,Zs
c
s
`
ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆ZspX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´ ´ F pX
˛
s´qε∆Zs
¯
,
where the formula after the second equality sign represents the canonical equation in terms of the Stratonovich
integral, whereas the formula after the third equality sign gives the Itoˆ interpretation.
Under above conditions, the canonical equation has a unique global solution which is a ca`dla`g semi-
martingale, see Theorem 3.2 in Kurtz et al. [30]. Moreover, this solution is strong Markov (Theorem 5.1 in
[30]).
The jumps of X˛ occur only when the jumps of Z occur. If Zs does not have a jump at s, ∆Zs “ 0, then
the trajectory X˛ moves continuously like the solution of the Stratonovich SDE driven by Zcs . If Zs has a
jump ∆Zs at time s, then the trajectory of the solution jumps from the point X
˛
s´ to ϕ
ε∆ZspX˛s´q. That is,
it flies from the point X˛s´ along the integral curve of the vector field F pX
˛
s´qε∆Zs with infinite speed and
lands at ϕε∆ZspX˛s´q. Then the similar movement repeats inductively. It is clear, that if Z
d ” 0, then the
Marcus SDE coincides with the Stratonovich SDE. If the noise is additive, i.e. F “ const, all three SDEs
coincide.
It is necessary to note that the Marcus canonical integral w.r.t. Z appearing in the equation (2.7) is not a
proper integral since it can be defined only for a special class of integrands depending on the driving process
Z or on the solutions X˛ of the SDE, namely for processes of the type gpZt´q or gpX
˛
t´q, g being a smooth
function. We refer the reader to Chapter 4.4.5 in Applebaum [1] and Definition 4.1 in Kurtz et al. [30] for
details.
The Wong–Zakai scheme (2.5) can be considered also for jump processes Z. In this case, the solutions
driven by polygonal approximations (2.4) converge to the solution of the canonical equation X˛ in the sense
of weak convergence of finite dimensional distributions, see Corollary on p. 329 in Kunita [28].
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The change of variables formula for solutions of Marcus SDEs has the form of the conventional Newton–
Leibniz rule. For f P C2pRn,Rq we have (see Proposition 4.2 in [30])
fpX˛t q “ fpxq `
nÿ
j“1
ż t
0
BxjfpX
˛
s´q ˛ pX
˛
s q
j . (2.8)
Similar to continuous Stratonovich SDEs, Marcus canonical SDEs can be considered on smooth manifolds,
see [2, 14, 30, 31].
3 The main result and examples
3.1 The first exit time
Consider the first exit times of the processes X,X˝ and X˛ from the domain G:
τxpεq “ inftt ě 0 : Xtpxq R Gu,
τ˝xpεq “ inftt ě 0 : X
˝
t pxq R Gu,
τ˛xpεq “ inftt ě 0 : X
˛
t pxq R Gu.
The main result of the paper is presented in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1 Define the sets
E “ E˝ :“ tz P Rm : F p0qz R Gu and E˛ :“ tz P Rm : ϕzp0q R Gu
and suppose that mpEq “ mpE˝q ą 0 and mpE˛q ą 0. Then for any u ą ´1 and x P G the following limits
hold:
lim
εÑ0
Ee´umpEqHpε
´1qτxpεq “ lim
εÑ0
Ee´umpE
˝qHpε´1qτ˝xpεq
“ lim
εÑ0
Ee´umpE
˛qHpε´1qτ˛xpεq “
1
1` u
.
Moreover, there is γ ą 0 such that this convergence is uniform over all x P G with distpx, BGq ě εγ.
In other words, the appropriately normalised first exit times converge in law to the standard exponential
distribution; there is also convergence of all moments.
Example 3.1 (The sets E “ E˝ and E˛ are different) Consider a one-dimensional dynamical system
Y perturbed by a bivariate Le´vy process Z “ pZ1, Z2q. Let F “ pF1, F2q with
F1pxq “
1
px` 1q2 ` 1
and F2pxq “
1
px ´ 1q2 ` 1
.
In this case according to (3.1), the set E “ E˝ is a union of two half-plains (Fig. 1 (l.)),
E “ tz P R2 :
z1 ` z2
2
ě 1 or
z1 ` z2
2
ď ´1u.
The set E˛ also consists of two halves (Fig. 1 (r.)),
E˛ “
!
z P R2 :
ż 1
0
du
z1F1puq ` z2F2puq
or
ż ´1
0
du
z1F1puq ` z2F2puq
P p0, 1s
)
.
For example, for a bivariate isometric Cauchy process Z with the jump measure νpdzq “ }z}´3 dz, z ‰ 0, we
obtain Hpε´1q “ 2piε, mpEq « 0.49, mpE˛q « 0.45 and hence Eτxpεq « Eτ
˝
xpεq « 0.33{ε, Eτ
˛
xpεq « 0.35{ε.
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Figure 1: The sets E “ E˝ and E˛.
Example 3.2 (Reduction to additive noise for n “ m “ 1) In the case n “ m “ 1, the exit time τ˛
can be obtained with help of the change of variables formula (2.8) and a trick which was used by Nourdin
and Simon in [35]. Consider a one-dimensional canonical Marcus equation
X˛t “ X0 ´
ż t
0
U 1pX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˛ dZs
driven by a univariate Le´vy process Z and let G “ p´a, bq, a, b ą 0. Assume that the perturbation is
uniformly elliptic in G, that is F pxq ą 0, x P r´a, bs, and introduce the function
fpxq “
ż x
0
dy
F pyq
, f 1pxq “
1
F pxq
, x P r´a, bs.
Applying the change of variables formula (2.8) yields the following SDE for the process Y ˛t “ fpX
˛
t q:
Y ˛t “ fpX
˛
t q “ fpxq ´
ż t
0
f 1pX˛s qU
1pX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
f 1pX˛s´qF pX
˛
s´q ˛ dZs
“ fpxq ´
ż t
0
f 1pX˛s qU
1pX˛s q ds` εZt
“ y˛ `
ż t
0
B˛pY ˛s q ds` εZt
with B˛pyq :“ ´U
1
F
˝ f´1pyq and y˛ “ fpxq. Note that since F is strictly positive and f is monotone
increasing with fp0q “ 0, we can introduce the new effective potential U˛pyq “ ´
şy
0
B˛pvq dv which is a one-
well potential with the global minimum at the origin. Thus the process Y ˛t satisfies the SDE with additive
small noise which has been studied in Imkeller and Pavlyukevich [21, 23] and Imkeller et al. [25]. It is clear
that X˛t R p´a, bq if and only if Y
˛
t R pf
´1paq, f´1pbqq.
For instance, if Z is a symmetric α-stable Le´vy process with α P p0, 2q and the jump measure νpdzq “
|z|´1´α dz, z ‰ 0, then for the first exit time of X˛ from p´a, bq we immediately obtain the asymptotics
lim
εÓ0
Ee´uM
˛ 2
α
εατ˛x “
1
1` u
, u ą ´1,
with
M˛ “
´ 1
|f´1p´aq|α
`
1
|f´1pbq|α
¯´1
.
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4 First exit time of the Itoˆ SDE with multiplicative noise
4.1 Big and small jumps of Z
For ρ P p0, 1q and ε ď 1 let us distinguish the small and big jumps of the driving process Z and decompose
it into a sum
Zt “ Lt ` ηt
with
ηt :“
ÿ
sďt
∆ZsIt}∆Zs} ě ε
´ρu
being a compound Poisson process with the characteristic exponent
Eeixλ,ηty “ exp
´
t
ż
}y}ěε´ρ
peixλ,yy ´ 1qνpdyq
¯
.
The Le´vy process L is a process with bounded jumps, }∆Ls} ď ε
´ρ, and thus possesses all moments.
Moreover, it is a sum of its continuous component Lct “Wt ` µt being the Brownian motion with drift, and
a pure jump part Ld.
Denote by 0 “ τ0 ă τ1 ă τ2 ă . . . the successive jump times of η and by Jk the respective jump sizes.
The inter-jump times Tk “ τk´ τk´1 are iid exponentially distributed random variables with the mean value
ETk “
1
βε
:“
´ż
}y}ěε´ρ
νpdyq
¯´ 1
“
1
Hpε´ρq
Ñ 8, εÑ 0,
and the probability distribution function PpTk ď uq “ 1 ´ e
´uβε , u ě 0. The probability law of Jk is also
known explicitly in terms of the Le´vy measure ν:
PpJk P Aq “ β
´1
ε νpAX tz : }z} ě ε
´ρuq, A P BpRmq. (4.1)
4.2 Perturbations by the process εL
Lemma 4.1 Let ρ P p0, 1q, µε :“ EL1 and Tε :“ ε
´θ for some θ ą 0. There exist δ0 “ δ0pρq ą 0 and
θ0 “ θ0pρq ą 0 such that for all δ P p0, δ0q, θ P p0, θ0q there are p0 “ p0pδq and ε0 “ ε0pρ, δq such that the
estimates
}εLTε} “ ε}µε}Tε ă ε
2δ and PprεLsdTε ě ε
δq ď expp´ε´pq
hold for all p P p0, p0q and 0 ă ε ď ε0.
Proof: Let us represent the process L as
Lt “ L˜t ` µεt
with L˜ being a zero mean Le´vy martingale with bounded jumps.
Step 1. We have the following estimates for the mean value µε:
µiε :“ EL
i
1 “
ż
1ă}z}ďε´ρ
zi νpdzq, 1 ď i ď m,
}µε}
2 ď
ż
1ă}z}ďε´ρ
}z}2 νpdzq “ ´
ż ε´ρ
1
u2 dHpuq ď ε´2ρHp1q,
}µε} ď
a
Hp1qε´ρ.
Consequently, for any ρ P p0, 1q, θ0 :“ p1´ ρq{3 and δ0 :“ p1´ ρq{4 we obtain
ε}µε}Tε ă ε
2δ
for all 0 ă δ ă δ0 and 0 ă θ ă θ0 and ε small enough.
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Step 2. The of quadratic variation process rεL˜sdt is a Le´vy subordinator
rεL˜sdt “ ε
2
ÿ
sďt
}∆L˜}2s “ ε
2
ż t
0
ż
0ă}z}ďε´ρ
}z}2Npdz, dsq.
Since the jumps of rεL˜sd are bounded, its Laplace transform is well-defined for all λ P R and equals
EeλrεL˜s
d
t “ exp
´
t
ż
0ă}z}ďε´ρ
peλε
2}z}2 ´ 1q νpdzq
¯
“ exp
´
´ t
ż
0ăuďε´ρ
peλε
2u2 ´ 1q dHpuq
¯
.
(4.2)
For any λ ą 0, the exponential Chebyshev inequality implies that
PprεL˜sdTε ą ε
δq “ PpeλrεL˜s
d
Tε ą eλε
δ
q ď e´λε
δ
EeλrεL˜s
d
Tε
“ exp
´
´ λεδ ´ Tε
ż
0ăuďε´ρ
peλε
2u2 ´ 1q dHpuq
¯
.
(4.3)
For λ “ λε :“ ε
´2δ with 0 ă δ ă δ0 “ p1 ´ ρq{4 we have max0ďuďε´ρ λεε
2u2 ď λεε
2p1´ρq Ó 0 as ε Ó 0. With
help of the elementary inequality ex ´ 1 ď 2x for small positive x the second summand appearing in the
exponent in r.h.s. of (4.3) can be now estimated as
ˇˇ
ˇTε
ż
0ăuďε´ρ
peλεε
2u2 ´ 1q dHpuq
ˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇ
ˇ2Tελεε2
´ż
0ăuď1
`
ż
1ăuďε´ρ
¯
u2 dHpuq
ˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2Tελεε
2
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż
0ăuď1
u2 dHpuq
ˇˇ
ˇ` 2Tελεε2p1´ρq
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1ăuďε´ρ
dHpuq
ˇˇ
ˇ
ď CTελεε
2 ` 2Hp1qTελεε
2p1´ρq
with C “
ˇˇ ş
0ăuď1 u
2 dHpuq
ˇˇ
ą 0. Consequently, for all 0 ă δ ă δ0 and 0 ă θ ă θ0 we see that the exponential
inequality
PprεL˜sdTε ą ε
δq ď exp
´
´ λεε
δ ` CTελεε
2 ` 2Hp1qTελεε
2p1´ρq
¯
ď e´ε
´δ{2
holds for ε small enough and the Lemma holds with p P p0, δ{2q. 
Lemma 4.2 Let ρ P p0, 1q and pgtqtě0 be a bounded adapted ca`dla`g stochastic process mit values in R
m,
Tε “ ε
´θ, θ ą 0. There are δ0 “ δ0pρq ą 0 and θ0 “ θ0pρq ą 0 such that for all δ P p0, δ0q and θ P p0, θ0q
there are p0 “ p0pρ, δq and ε0 “ ε0pδq such that the exponential estimate
P
´
sup
0ďtďTε
ε
ˇˇ
ˇ
mÿ
j“1
ż t
0
g
j
s´ dL˜
j
s
ˇˇ
ˇ ě εδ
¯
ď e´ε
´p
.
holds for all p P p0, p0q and 0 ă ε ď ε0.
Proof: Step 1. Suppose that suptě0 }gt} ď C for some C ą 0. Consider the one-dimensional martingale
Mt “
mÿ
j“1
ż t
0
g
j
s´ dL˜
j
s.
By construction |∆Mt| ď Cε
´ρ. We estimate the probability of a deviation of the size εδ of εMt from zero
with help of the exponential inequality for martingales, see Theorem 26.17(i) in Kallenberg [26]. Indeed for
any δ ą 0 and θ ą 0 we have
P
´
sup
tďTε
|εMt| ě ε
δ
¯
ď P
´
sup
tďTε
|εMt| ě ε
δ
ˇˇ
ˇrεM sTε ď ε4δ
¯
`PprεM sTε ą ε
4δq.
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Inspecting the proofs of Lemma 26.19 and Theorem 26.17(i) in Kallenberg [26] we get that for any λ ą 0
P
´
sup
tďTε
εMt ě ε
δ
ˇˇ
ˇrεM sTε ď ε4δ
¯
ď e´λε
δ`λ2hpλCε1´ρqε4δ
with hpxq “ ´px ` lnp1 ´ xq`qx
´2. For any 0 ă δ ă δ1 :“ p1 ´ ρq{2 we set λ “ λε “ ε
´2δ, so that
hpλεCε
1´ρq Ñ 1{2 as εÑ 0. Hence we obtain the estimate
P
´
sup
tďTε
εMt ě ε
δ
ˇˇ
ˇrεM sTε ď ε4δ
¯
ď e´ε
´δ{2
ď e´ε
´p
,
which holds for ε small enough and p P p0, δ{2q. An analogous inequality holds for inftďTε εMt.
Step 2. There is a constant C1 ą 0 with
rεM st “
ż t
0
g2s drεW ss `
ż t
0
g2s´ drεL˜s
d
s ď C1pε
2t` rεL˜sdt q, t ě 0.
For sufficiently small ε we obtain the estimate
PprεM sTε ě ε
4δq ď PprεL˜sdTε ě ε
5δq `PpC1ε
2Tε ě ε
5δq.
For ε small enough the second summand vanishes for all 0 ă δ ă δ2, 0 ă θ ă θ2 with 0 ă θ2 ` 5δ2 ă 2.
The first summand is bounded by e´ε
´p
from above due to Lemma 4.1 for 0 ă δ ă δ3 some 0 ă θ ă θ3
and 0 ă p ă p1pρ, δq and ε small enough. This the statement of the Lemma holds with δ0 “ mintδ1, δ2, δ3u,
θ0 “ mintθ1, θ2, θ3u and p0 “ mintδ{2, p1pδqu. 
Lemma 4.3 For any ρ P p0, 1q there are γ0 ą 0 and p ą 0 such that for all 0 ă γ ď γ0
sup
xPG
P
´
sup
0ďtăT1
}Xpt, xq ´ Y pt, xq} ě εγ
¯
ď e´ε
´p
.
Proof: Step 1. By assumptions on the potential U , any deterministic trajectory Ytpyq, y P G, reaches a
small fixed neighbourhood of the origin in some finite time. After entering this small neighbourhood, the
trajectory Ytpyq is attracted to the origin with the speed approximately proportional to C1}Yt}, C1 ą 0 being
the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix B
2
BxiBxj
Upxq
ˇˇ
x“0
. This allows us to estimate of increase rate of the time
a trajectory Ytpyq, y P G, needs to reach some ε
δ-neighbourhood of the origin. Indeed, for any δ ą 0 the
following inequality holds true for any 0 ď ε ď ε0, y P G and ε0 ą 0 small enough:
}Ytpyq} ď ε
δ, t ě Vε :“
2δ
C1
| ln ε|. (4.4)
Step 2. Here we show that on the time intervals up to Vε, the random trajectory X
εpxq does not deviate
much from the deterministic solution Ytpxq with the same initial value in the absence of big jumps of the
driving process Z.
For x P G, with help of Gronwall’s lemma we estimate
}Xt^Vε^T1´ ´ Yt^Vε^T1´}
ď CLip
ż t^Vε^T1´
0
}Xs ´ Ys} ds` ε
›››
ż t^Vε^T1´
0
F pXs´q dZs
›››,
sup
0ďtăVε^T1
}Xt ´ Yt} ď e
CLipVε sup
0ďtďVε
ε
›››
ż t
0
F pXs´q dLs
›››.
Recalling the definition of Vε in (4.4) and taking into account that Vε ď Tε “ ε
´θ for ε small enough and
any θ ą 0 we get for any δ ą 0 that
P
´
sup
0ďtăVε^T1
}Xt ´ Yt} ě ε
δ
¯
ď P
´
sup
0ďtďVε
ε
›››
ż t
0
F pXs´q dLs
››› ě εp1` 2CLipC1 qδ
¯
ď P
´
sup
0ďtďTε
ε
›››
ż t
0
F pXs´q dL˜s
›››` C2εTε}µε} ě εp1` 2CLipC1 qδ
¯
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with some C2 ą 0. With help of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we find that there are δ1 ą 0 and θ1 ą 0 such that the
last probability is smaller than expp´ε´pq for all δ P p0, δ1q, θ P p0, θ1q and p P p0, p1pδqq.
Step 3. In this Step we exploit the attractor property of the origin and show that in the absence of big
jumps of the driving process Z the random path Xtpxq with the initial value close to the origin does not
deviate much on the polynomially long time intervals Tε.
Consider the function fpxq “ lnp1` Upxqq ě 0. For }x} small, one can estimate c1}x}
2 ď fpxq ď c2}x}
2
for some positive c1 and c2. Furthermore, the derivatives Bifpxq “
BiUpxq
1`Upxq , BiBjfpxq “ 2
BiUpxqBjUpxq´BiBjUpxq
p1`Upxqq2
are bounded due to assumptions on U .
We apply the Itoˆ formula to the process fpXtq:
0 ď fpXt^Tε^T1´q
“ fpxq `
nÿ
i“1
ż t^Tε^T1´
0
BifpXs´q dX
i
s `
1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
ż t^Tε^T1´
0
BiBjfpXs´q drX
i, Xjscs
`
ÿ
săt^Tε^T1
´
fpXsq ´ fpXs´q ´
nÿ
i“1
BifpXs´q∆X
i
s
¯
“ fpxq ´
ż t^Tε^T1´
0
}∇UpXs´q}
2
1` UpXs´q
ds` ε
n,mÿ
i,j“1
ż t^Tε^T1´
0
BiUpXs´qFijpXs´q
1` UpXs´q
dZjs
`
ε2
2
nÿ
i,j“1
mÿ
k,l“1
ż t^Tε^T1´
0
BiBjfpXs´qFikpXs´qFjlpXs´q drZ
k, Z lscs
`
ÿ
săt^Tε^T1
´
fpXsq ´ fpXs´q ´
nÿ
i“1
BifpXs´q∆X
i
s
¯
.
We note that the first integral in the last formula is non-negative, the integrands in the Itoˆ integral w.r.t. Z
and in the integrals w.r.t. rZk, Z lsc are bounded, the quadratic covariations satisfy rZk, Z lsct “ rW
k,W lst “
σklt, and finally the estimate
ÿ
sďt
ˇˇ
ˇfpXsq ´ fpXs´q ´
nÿ
i“1
BifpXs´q∆X
i
s
ˇˇ
ˇ
ď
1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
ÿ
sďt
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż 1
0
p1´ vqBiBjfpXs´ ` v∆Xsq dv
ˇˇ
ˇ ¨ |∆X is∆Xjs |
ď C3
ÿ
sďt
}∆Xs}
2 “ C3rXs
d
t
holds with some C3 ą 0. Furthermore, since F is bounded the estimate
rXsdt ď C4rZs
d
t “ C4rLs
d
t
holds for some constant C4 ą 0 and 0 ď t ă T1. Combining these estimates and denoting gpxq “
∇
TUpxqF pxq
1`Upxq
we obtain the following estimate with some positive constant C5, ε small enough and }x} ď ε
δ, δ ą 0:
0 ď fpXt^Tε^T1´q ď C5
´
ε2δ ` ε sup
0ďtďTε
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
gpXs´q dL˜s
ˇˇ
ˇ` ε}µε}Tε ` ε2Tε ` ε2rLsdTε
¯
.
Let the estimates of the Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold simultaneously for δ P p0, δ2q, θ P p0, θ2q and p P p0, p2pδqq
for some positive δ2, θ2, p2pδq and ε small. Then for δ P p0, δ2{3q, θ P p0, θ1q and ε small we get
P
´
sup
0ďtăTε^T1
}Xt} ě ε
δ
¯
ď P
´
ε2δ ě ε3δ
¯
`P
´
ε sup
0ďtďTε
ˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
gpXs´q dL˜s
ˇˇ
ˇ ě ε3δ
¯
`P
´
ε}µε}Tε ě ε
3δ
¯
`P
´
ε2Tε ě ε
3δ
¯
`P
´
ε2rLsdTε ě ε
3δ
¯
ď e´ε
´p
.
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for p P p0, p2pδq{2q.
Step 4. Combining the estimates of Steps 1, 2 and 3, we extend the estimate of the Step 3 to all initial
values x P G:
P
´
sup
0ďtăTε^T1
}Xt ´ Yt} ě ε
δ
¯
ď e´ε
´p
for δ P p0, δ3q, θ P p0, θ3q, p P p0, p3pδqq and ε small enough. Here, δ3 “ mintδ1, δ2{3u, θ3 “ mintθ1, θ2u and
p3 “ mintp1pδq, p2pδq{2u.
Step 5. In this final Step we extend the estimate of the Step 4 from the time interval r0, Tε ^ T1q to the
time interval r0, T1q.
Denote XL the solution of the SDE (2.1) driven by the process L. Clearly, Xt “ X
L
t on the event
tt ă T1u. Let x P G and k ě 1, then for any δ ą 0 and θ ą 0 we have
P
´
sup
tPr0,T1q
}Xt ´ Yt} ě ε
δ
¯
ď P
´
sup
tPr0,kTε^T1q
}Xt ´ Yt} ě ε
δ
¯
`PpT1 ě kTεq
ď P
´
sup
tPr0,kTεs
}XLt ´ Yt} ě ε
δ
¯
`PpT1 ě kTεq.
Moreover for ε small enough we have }Y pTε, xq} ă ε
2δ for x P G. Denote
Aj “ t sup
tPrjTε,pj`1qTεs
}XLt ´ Y pt´ jTε;X
L
jTε
q} ă εδu, 0 ď j ď k ´ 1.
In particular, the probability of Ac0 “ tsuptPr0,Tεs }X
L
t ´ Yt} ě ε
δu was estimated in Step 4. Further, for any
k ě 1
k´1č
j“0
Aj Ď
!
sup
tPr0,kTεs
}XLt ´ Yt} ă 2ε
δ
)
.
Consequently
P
´
sup
tPr0,kTεs
}XLt ´ Yt} ě 2ε
δ
¯
ď P
´ k´1ď
j“0
Acj
¯
“ P
´
Ac0 Y pA0A
c
1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y pA0 ¨ ¨ ¨Ak´2A
c
k´1q
¯
ď
k´1ÿ
j“0
PpAcj , }X
L
jTε
} P Gq ď k sup
xPG
PpAc0q.
(4.5)
For k “ kε “ rε
´2rs and any θ ą 0 we have
PpT1 ě kεTεq “ e
´kεTεβε ď expp´εrρ´θ´2rlpε´ρqq ď e´ε
´p
.
for all 0 ă p ă p4 :“ p2´ ρqr and ε small. On the other hand, (4.5) and Step 4 yield
Pp sup
tPr0,kTεs
}XLt ´ Yt} ě 2ε
δq ď ε´2re´ε
´p
ď e´ε
´p{2
with any 0 ă p ă p3pδq. Consequently, the statement of the Lemma holds for any 0 ă γ ă δ3, 0 ă p ă
mintp3pγq{2, p4u and ε small enough. 
4.3 The first exit time of solutions of the Itoˆ SDE
Having established the key estimates about deviations of the random trajectoryXtpxq from the deterministic
path Ytpxq on random time intervals between big jumps of the driving process Z we can calculate the
asymptotics of the Laplace transform of the first exit time. The proof here goes along the lines of the
one-dimensional case considered in Imkeller and Pavlyukevich [22] and the multivariate case of a dynamical
system driven by a multifractal α-stable noise considered in Imkeller et al. [24]. For the sake of completeness
we briefly sketch the main idea of the proof.
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The argument is based on the concept of the one big jump which is often used in the study of heavy tail
phenomena. Roughly speaking, it can be shown that under certain conditions the small perturbations of the
dynamical system Y due the process εL can be neglected, and the exit from the domain occurs with high
probability at one of the jump times τk. Just before the time τk the solutionX stays in a small neighbourhood
of the stable point, so the exit occurs if the jump εJk is large enough, namely if F pXτk´qεJk « F p0qεJk R G.
The events tεJ1 R Eu “ tF p0qεJ1 P Gu,. . . , tεJk´1 R Eu “ tF p0qεJk´1 P Gu and tεJk P Eu “ tF p0qεJk R Gu
are independent and build up a geometric sequence of events. Their probabilities can be calculated in the
limit of εÑ 0 with help of the scaling property of the jump measure ν.
The statement of the main theorem follows from the small noise estimates from below and above of the
Laplace transforms of the normalised first exit times. Here we consider the less complicated estimate form
below.
For any u ą ´1, with help of the formula of the total probability we have
Ee´umpEqHpε
´1qσxpεq ě
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qτkItσ “ τku
ı
. (4.6)
For any δ ą 0 small enough denote G´δ :“ tx P G : distpBG, xq ě δu the inner part of G and G`δ ” Gδ :“
tx P Rn : distpG, xq ď δu be the outer δ-neighbourhood. For k ě 1, the strong Markov property allows to
write
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qτkItσ “ τku
ı
“ E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qτkItXt P G, t P r0, τkq, Xτk R Gu
ı
“ E
” k´1ź
j“1
e´umpEqHpε
´1qTj ItXt`τj´1 P G, t P r0, Tjsu
ˆ e´umpEqHpε
´1qTkItXt`τk´1 P G, t P r0, TkquItXτk R Gu
ı
ě
´
inf
yPG´δ
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qT1ItXtpyq P G
´δ, t P r0, T1su
ı¯k´1
ˆ inf
yPG´δ
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qT1ItXtpyq P G, t P r0, T1quItXT1 R Gu
ı
.
(4.7)
Let γ ą 0 be such that the estimates of the Section 4.2 hold. We set δ :“ δpεq “ εγ . The exit from the domain
with a big jump εJ1 occurs when F pXT1´qεJ1 R G. Further, sup0ďtăT1 }Xt ´ Yt} ď
1
2
εγ with probability
exponentially close to 1 (Lemma 4.3), Ytpxq reaches a
1
2
εγ-neighbourhood of the origin during the relaxation
time Vε “ Op| ln ε|q, and T1 ą Vε with high probability. Taking into account that T1 is exponentially
distributed with the parameter βε we calculate the Laplace transform of mpEqHpε
´1qT1 explicitly, namely
Ee´umpEqHpε
´1qT1 “
βε
βε ` umpEqHpε´1q
“
1
1` uaε
, aε :“ mpEq
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
.
Recalling the probability law of big jumps (4.1) we see that for ε small enough
PpF p0qεJk R Gq “ PpεJk P Eq “
νpE{εq
βε
(4.8)
whereas for any δ1 ą 0
aεp1´ δ
1q ď
νpE{εq
βε
ď aεp1` δ
1q. (4.9)
To obtain the final asymptotics we have to estimate carefully the perturbed the exit probabilitiesPpF pyqεJ1 P
G´ε
γ
q and PpF pyqεJ1 R Gq uniformly over }y} ď ε
γ . This is achieved with help of the continuity of the
function py, zq ÞÑ F pyqz both in y and z. Indeed, for any δ1 ą 0 we can choose R ą 0 big enough, such that
the estimate
Pp}εJk} ą Rq ď
δ1
4
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
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holds for ε small. Further, the function F pyqz is uniformly continuous in z in the ball }z} ď R and is
continuous in y at the origin. Using the scaling property of the jump measure ν and the fact that the
limiting measure m has no atoms we show that uniformly over }y} ď εγ
|PpF pyqεJk R G
˘εγ , }εJk} ď Rq ´PpF p0qεJk R G, }εJk} ď Rq| ď
δ1
4
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
,
and
PpF p0qεJk R Gq ´PpF p0qεJk R G, }εJk} ď Rq ď
δ1
4
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
.
Finally for any δ ą 0 we choose δ1 ą 0 small enough to get the uniform estimates
inf
}y}ďε´γ
PpF pyqεJ1 P G
´εγ q ě 1´mpEq
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1` δq “ 1´ aεp1 ` δq,
inf
}y}ďε´γ
PpF pyqεJ1 R Gq ě mpEq
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1 ´ δq “ aεp1´ δq.
for ε small enough.
Following the lines of the proof of [22] and [24], for any δ ą 0 and ε small we can also obtain the
multiplicative estimates for the Laplace transforms for any u ą ´1:
inf
yPG´εγ
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qT1ItXtpyq P G
´εγ , t P r0, T1su
ı
ě
1´ aεp1` δq
1` uaε
,
inf
yPG´εγ
E
”
e´umpEqHpε
´1qT1ItXtpyq P G
´εγ , t P r0, T1quItXT1 R Gu
ı
ě
aεp1´ δq
1` uaε
.
Summing up the terms from (4.7) over k ě 1 yields the estimate
Ee´umpEqHpε
´1qσxpεq ě
aεp1´ δq
1` uaε
8ÿ
k“1
´1´ aεp1` δq
1` uaε
¯k´1
“
1´ δ
1` u` δ
ě
1
1` u
´ Cpuqδ
for some Cpuq ą 0 and ε small.
The upper bound for the Laplace transform is technically more involved since it additionally demands
careful estimates of the probability to exit from the domain due to small jumps during the inter-jump intervals
of the compound Poisson process η. These estimates are obtained analogously to the one-dimensional
and multi-dimensional cases studied in [22, 24] and finally lead to the uniform convergence of the Laplace
transform over x P G´ε
γ
as εÑ 0.
5 First exit time of the Stratonovich SDE
Recalling the Itoˆ form of the Stratonovich SDE (2.3), we reduce the exit problem of X˝ to the Itoˆ case.
Indeed, in the argument of the Section 4.3 we have to take into account the Stratonovich correction term
ε2
2
şt
0
F 1pX˝s qF pX
˝
s qdrZ,Zs
c which is a Lebesgue integral whose absolute value increases at most as Cε2t for
some C ą 0. It is clear that adding this term to the equation does not influence the estimates of the section
4.2. Thus the result follows immediately, and we obtain the same asymptotics of the first exit time as in the
Itoˆ case.
6 First exit time of the Marcus (canonical) SDE
The analysis of the canonical Marcus SDE can also be reduced to the Itoˆ case. As in Section 4.3 above let
us distinguish between big and small jumps of Z. Since the processes η and L “ Z ´ η are independent, the
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Marcus equation can be rewritten in the Itoˆ form as
X˛t “ x´
ż t
0
∇UpX˛s q ds` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˝ dZ
c
s ` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q dL
d
s
`
ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆L
d
s pX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´ ` F pX
˛
s´qε∆L
d
s
¯
`
ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆ηspX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´
¯
.
Let us estimate the small jump correction term in the Marcus equation. The jumps of the process εLd are
bounded in absolute value by ε1´ρ. The mapping u ÞÑ ϕzu is C
2pR,Rnq, so the Talyor expansion yields
ϕzpxq “ yp1, x; zq “ yp0, x; zq `
d
du
yp0, x; zq `
1
2
d2
du2
ypθ, x; zq
“ x` F pxqz `Rpx, zq, θ P p0, 1q,
where
|Rkpx, zq| ď
1
2
sup
yPRn
ˇˇ
ˇ
mÿ
i,j“1
zizj
nÿ
l“1
BFkjpyq
Bxl
Flipyq
ˇˇ
ˇ, 1 ď k ď n.
Since all Fli are bounded with bounded derivatives, we obtain the estimate
|ϕzpxq ´ x´ F pxqz| ď C}z}2
with some absolute constant C ą 0. This leads to the inequalityˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆L
d
s pX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´ ` F pX
˛
s´qε∆L
d
s
¯ˇˇ
ˇ ď C ÿ
sďt
ε2}∆Lds}
2 “ Cε2rLsdt , (6.1)
so that this summand is small due to Lemma 4.1. Thus we are again in the setting of the deterministic
dynamical system Y perturbed by a small noise process
ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q ˝ dZ
c
s ` ε
ż t
0
F pX˛s´q dL
d
s `
ÿ
sďt
´
ϕε∆L
d
s pX˛s´q ´X
˛
s´ ` F pX
˛
s´qε∆L
d
s
¯
(6.2)
and a big jump process ϕεJkpX˛τk´q ´X
˛
τk´
.
The arguments of the Section 4.3 for the proof of the Itoˆ case can be applied to the Marcus canonical
equation. First, due to the estimate (6.1) and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain the exponential estimate of
the Lemma 4.3 for the solutions of the canonical Marcus SDE X˛.
Then we again exploit the concept of the one big jump, that is we show that the exit from the domain
G occurs with high probability at one of the jump times τk. Just before the time τk the solution X
˛ stays
in a small neighbourhood of the stable point, so the exit occurs if the jump εJk is large enough, namely if
ϕεJkpXτk´q « ϕ
εJkp0q R G. The events tεJ1 R E
˛u “ tϕεJ1p0q P Gu,. . . , tεJk´1 R E
˛u “ tϕεJk´1p0q P Gu
and tεJk P E
˛u “ tϕεJkp0q R Gu are independent and build up a geometric sequence of events. As in the Itoˆ
case, for any δ1 ą 0 their probabilities can be calculated in the limit of εÑ 0 as
mpE˛q
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1´ δ1q ď PpϕεJkp0q R Gq ď mpE˛q
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1` δ1q.
Fine estimates for the perturbed the exit probabilities PpϕεJ1pyq P G´ε
γ
q and PpϕεJ1 pyq R Gq are also
obtained analogously to the Itoˆ case. Indeed, one can see the mapping py, zq ÞÑ F pyqz as a particular case
of the mapping py, zq ÞÑ ϕzpyq appearing in the Marcus equation. Again, ϕzpxq is continuous in y at y “ 0
and is uniformly continuous w.r.t. z in the ball }z} ď R with some R big enough. Thus the argument of the
Section 4.3 can be repeated directly with ϕzpxq instead of F pyqz and E˛ instead of E. Consequently for any
δ ą 0 we obtain the uniform estimates
inf
}y}ďε´γ
PpϕεJ1 pyq P G´ε
γ
1 q ě 1´mpE
˛q
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1` δq,
inf
}y}ďε´γ
PpϕεJ1 pyq R Gq ě mpE˛q
Hpε´1q
Hpε´ρq
p1´ δq
for ε small and hence also the estimates for the Laplace transform.
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